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Welcome to the English version of L’Orpheus and Petit 

Orpheus Guide! 

This document is a companion to L’Orpheus and Petit 

Orpheus, which are standard itineraries of the Museu 

de la Música’s educational programme. Petit Orpheus 

is intended for students between 3r-6è Primària and 

1r-2n Secundària; and L’Orpheus is aimed at 3r-4t 

Secundària. Both tours are also offered in an English 

version. 

This Guide is a tool for music teachers to involve the 

English language into their classroom, but also for 

English teachers that want to introduce music into their 

curriculum. It aims to help both teachers 

and students talk about music in 

English, offering basic vocabulary 

and technical terminology. 

You will learn about the main spaces, thematic 

areas and highlighted exhibits that form L’Orpheus 

and Petit Orpheus. This overview will allow you to 

know the Museu before your visit, and to choose 

beforehand what to see according to the teachers’ or 

students’ interests.  

Furthermore, a large selection of activities and teacher 

support materials are provided to prepare the visit. 

These materials include different worksheets and 

flashcards that can be freely used in the classroom. 

Whatever school year or standard of language 

comprehension, this range of resources will help 

improve your students understanding of L’Orpheus and 

Petit Orpheus.  

Teachers are able to select which materials to use from 

this Guide, if they are used before or after the visit and 

how broad the information is. However, as the activity 

is intended to be entirely in English, we really 

recommend that your students have some 

understanding of the basic vocabulary before they 

arrive, so they will be able to participate actively during 

the tour. 

Enjoy your visit to the Museu de la Música! 

María José & Pepe 

September 2015 

 



Useful tips: the  symbol over the page numbers 

will send you to the Table of Contents. Follow the  

symbol which will take you to related materials. 

And don’t miss the ‘do you know…’ messages hidden 

in every picture in this Guide: just hover the mouse 

over and wait a second!  

Finally, the following table shows the links needed to 

make this guide easier to explore: 

A brief introduction by Jaume Ayats, director of the Museu de la Música. 

An explanation of how instruments are classified. 

Annex 1: Musical Instrument Flashcards for practising different ways 

of classification. 

A vocabulary of the parts of different Western instruments. 

Annex 2: Worksheets about the parts of the instruments. 

A list of verbs that describe actions for playing different instruments. 

Annex 3: Flashcards that contain verbs and definitions. They can be 

used in combination with the instruments in Annexes 1 and 2. 

An overview of the main spaces, thematic areas and highlighted exhibits at 

the Museu. 

 

http://www.musicologics.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/01%20Annex%201%20Musical%20Instruments%20Flashcards.pdf
http://www.musicologics.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/01%20Annex%201%20Musical%20Instruments%20Flashcards.pdf
http://www.musicologics.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/02%20Annex%202%20Anatomy%20of%20Western%20Musical%20Instruments.pdf
http://www.musicologics.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/02%20Annex%202%20Anatomy%20of%20Western%20Musical%20Instruments.pdf
http://www.musicologics.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/03%20Annex%203%20Actions%20for%20Playing.pdf
http://www.musicologics.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/03%20Annex%203%20Actions%20for%20Playing.pdf


 

 

Music moves us and it plays a crucial role in building 

our social lives.  

The Museu de la Música de Barcelona will take you on 

a journey across the world of music, history and culture 

through its musical instruments, where you will be able 

to listen to and interact with sound.  

Each instrument in this exceptional collection preserves 

the human imprint that has been stamped onto the 

object. The instruments are also evidence of the people 

who built, handled and played them making one of the 

most intimate social activities. Simultaneously, music is 

the most intense and collective experience that humans 

share. 

I look forward to seeing you at L'Auditori in Barcelona.  

 

 



There are many different ways of approaching musical 

instruments. One of the most common is to learn which 

family they belong; this is about their classification.  

From Ancient Chinese theories to modern 

ethnomusicological studies, lots of models of 

classification exist. Nowadays, we are familiar with the 

Hornbostel-Sachs System that was published in 1914 

by Eric von Hornbostel and Curt Sachs, two 

musicologists and scholars. 

This system is based on a large combination of criteria 

such as the mode of sound production, the playing 

techniques and the construction materials. 

It classifies the instruments into idiophones, 

membranophones, chordophones, aerophones and 

electrophones. Here, you have an example of this 

system: 

IDIOPHONES  MEMBRANOPHONES  CHORDOPHONES  AEROPHONES  ELECTROPHONES  

MIMO Update of Hornbostel-Sachs System 

 

http://www.mimo-international.com/documents/Hornbostel Sachs.pdf
http://www.mimo-international.com/documents/Hornbostel%20Sachs.pdf


We are also familiar with the Western classification of 

strings, winds (woodwinds and brasswinds) and 

percussion. This system is a very old theory, dating 

back to Ancient Greece that classifies (only) Western 

instruments and it has been mainly used to group the 

instruments in our orchestra. 

Here, you have another example: 

STRINGS WOODWINDS BRASSWINDS PERCUSSION 

However, there is a large amount of criteria for 

classifying musical instruments. Every one has a 

purpose and gives a different result. 

We suggest experimenting with different systems of 

classification with your students. Try to invent your own 

system too! 

Use the instruments in Annex 1 for 

classifying  them under different criteria. 

Do you need inspiration? Go to Wikipedia 

article about instrument classification. 

 

http://www.musicologics.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/01%20Annex%201%20Musical%20Instruments%20Flashcards.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_instrument_classification
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_instrument_classification


 
The anatomy of musical instruments is another aspect 

that will engage your students to talk about music. 

Learning about different parts of the instruments will 

help to identify them more easily during your visit. 

In Annex 2 you have a set of worksheets with a large 

selection of instruments.  

 

 

 

 

On the right-hand side, there is an example of these 

worksheets. In each of them, there is an instrument 

from the Museu’s collection with its name and 

catalogue number. It also includes the names of the 

various parts of the instrument as well as blank 

worksheets to fill in. 

Feel free to use them in your lessons: print them and 

put them in your classroom, draw from them, write texts 

for them, complete the blank worksheets,... depending 

on the level of your students. And use as many as you 

want.  

In Annex 2 you will find worksheets with 

different western instruments. 

There are more than 30 different 

instruments, choose your favourite! 

 

http://www.musicologics.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/02%20Annex%202%20Anatomy%20of%20Western%20Musical%20Instruments.pdf


Instruments are played in many different ways 

depending on their features. To describe them 

accurately we need some specific musical vocabulary. 

Annex 3 provides this specific vocabulary through a set 

of flashcards and here, you can see a couple of 

examples of activities to do with them, in combination 

with those in Annex 1. 

 

Different instruments need different actions 

to play them. 

Discover these verbs, their definition and 

pronunciation in Annex 3. 

 

http://www.musicologics.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/03%20Annex%203%20Actions%20for%20Playing.pdf


 
The following chapters briefly present the main spaces 

that form L’Orpheus and Petit Orpheus. By selecting 

different areas and highlighted instruments, you can 

choose your itinerary according to your interests. 

On the left-hand side, find the whole map of the Museu. 

On the right-hand side, there is a list of the main areas 

that are included in this Guide. 

Please, feel free to choose your own list for the visit! 

Early Keyboard Instruments 

Classical Period Orchestra 

A Sounding Forest 

Sounds from the 20th Century 

Guitar Heroes 

New Pianos, New Inventions 

Prologue 

Musical Instruments from All over the World 

Interactive Room 

 





When entering the Museu, your first steps are into a 

forest flourishing with musical instruments. 

It’s a fascinating space, which gives us the opportunity 

to listen to the variety of musical sounds that surround 

us. These sounds are played through special speakers 

called ‘sounding umbrellas’. When you arrive, look up 

towards the ceiling and you will discover why.  

In this forest, instruments are grouped inside different 

trees according to how they produce sound. There is a 

mix of woodwinds, brasswinds, plucked and bowed 

strings, idiophones and membranophones. 

You can find the similarities and differences between 

music from different continents through its 

instruments. 

 

 

 

And, all of them have their own story to tell, some are 

very old and rare, others come from far away and some 

even resemble animals or fruits.  

During your visit we will explain some of these secrets 

and discover their captivating characteristics. 

 



 

http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309039/corn
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310073/saron
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309109/balafon
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310367/maraca
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310235/talam
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309178/guiro
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_308964/sonajas
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310522/shkashek
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310600/castanyoles
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310620/ud
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310328/charango
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309154/mvet
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310023/saltiri
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310373/buccen
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309021/rag-dung
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310375/trompa-de-caca
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309356/saxofon-en-mi-bemoll
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309915/clarinet-en-do
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309419/rgya-gling
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309117/pincullo
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310423/flauta-travessera
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309519/shaku-hachi


 

Before continuing to the rest of the exhibition, we would 

like you to visit an exciting space in the Museu where 

there are hidden instruments waiting to be found.  

You only need to enter with your eyes and ears wide 

open and then the music will reveal the secrets of the 

room.  

 



 

The ‘Keyboard Room’ (also known as the ‘Big Room’) 

has an impressive amount of keyboard instruments that 

were all invented before the piano. 

There are three different types of keyboard in this part 

of the collection: harpsichords, organs and 

clavichords. 

Furthermore, there is an 

instrument that is a 

combination of a 

harpsichord and an 

organ called a 

claviorgan. 

It has an extraordinary story to tell that began 400 

years ago… 

It is likely that you will be interested in the mechanisms 

inside them that produce sound and want to discover 

the differences between them and the piano.  

Perhaps you are keen on knowing their history: who 

played them and where they were played, how 

musicians used to play them and how they are played 

today! 

If you would like to know about the history of music, this 

is also the right place. Great musicians like Johann 

Sebastian Bach and Antonio Vivaldi lived at the same 

time as these instruments. 

Finally, you will have the opportunity to 

discover by yourself how an organ 

works. There is a model organ 

with bellows and different 

types of pipes. Feel free to 

experiment with it!  

 



 

 The claviorgan was recently restored and 

now we can appreciate its unique sound. 

Watch Juan de la Rubia playing a 

piece by Antonio de Cabezón on it. 

 This harpsichord has been used in 

numerous recordings. It was made in 1737! 

Béatrice Martin played it in a concert 

at the Museu. 

http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310600/castanyoles
http://youtu.be/AjD-Qv18TCk
http://youtu.be/HaUDQcyN0io
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309140/claviorgue
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309896/clavicembal
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310416/orgue


Whether your students are learning about the 

instruments of the orchestra or are studying the 

Classical period, this is the place!  

Here you will find an orchestra with instruments 

from the time of Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven. 

This is a Classical period orchestra and dates 

from between 1750 and 1830 approximately.  

In the following page, there is a picture of this area 

of the Museu, can you recognise each member of 

this orchestra? 

Can you see the differences between these 

early instruments and the instruments that are 

used in our orchestras today? 

At first sight most instruments are very similar, 

but be careful and look closely at the wind 

section. There are lots of differences: the 

clarinet, the oboe, the bassoon or the natural 

horn are not what we are used to seeing. 

And what about the keyboard instrument, is it 

a piano?   

 

 



 If instruments are different, it’s obvious that 

they sound different too. 

Watch (the orchestra that is 

resident at L’Auditori). 

And listen to Jordi Savall’s orchestra, 

which performs on period 

instruments (like those in the Museu). 

 

http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309046/violi
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310274/flauta-travessera
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310263/viola
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310179/clarinet-en-si-bemoll
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309580/trompa-natural
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309254/trombo-de-vares-tenor
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309832/piano-de-cua
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309485/timbala
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309484/timbala
https://youtu.be/NW7GH9XQZXY?t=44s
https://youtu.be/MIXWIp6Gkh4
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310286/fagot
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309804/contrabaix
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309780/violoncel
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310050/oboe


 

This area displays new inventions and innovative ways 

of constructing instruments from the 19th century. 

You will discover how the saxophone was created and 

get to know other novelties like the sarrusophone or 

oddities like the walking stick violin. 

Furthermore you will find instruments constructed with 

unusual materials like a bassoon made of brass 

or a flute made of glass. 

One of the highlights of 

this period was the 

boom in the use 

of the piano: from 

grand pianos 

used in concerts 

to upright pianos 

for domestic use. 

In this part of the 

exhibition you will 

find out about how 

the piano became 

part of the middle-class 

home during that century; 

sometimes adopting unusual forms like 

the desk piano or the wardrobe piano.  

Did you know that in the Romantic period they already 

had their own MP3 player? 

 



  and UAB are researching how to 

digitize player piano rolls. 

Watch a presentation of this research 

and see the instrument in action. 

 

http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_311229/pianola
http://youtu.be/vmTryKCM_e8
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310360/piano-de-taula
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310172/piano-de-taula
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309835/piano-escriptori
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309766/piano-armari
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309834/piano-girafa


 

The Museu has one of the world’s best guitar 

collections, and therefore this area is entirely dedicated 

to this instrument. 

Well, actually on show is only one half of the collection: 

there are more than 40 guitars in the exhibition but 

around 100 guitars in total! 

Follow in the footsteps of the many 'guitar heroes' 

throughout history, from the mid 17th century to the 

beginning of the 21st century. 

See the work of guitar makers and listen to music 

composed for these instruments. Learn who used these 

guitars and where they were played. 

In this collection you cannot miss ‘The Lion Guitar’ (one 

of the oldest of all) or the famous guitars by Antonio de 

Torres (the best guitar maker in history). 

Also, there are some unusual guitars that will be very 

amusing to see... 

 In this magnificent collection, some of the 

instruments have been restored. So we can 

listen to them being played 

Watch Xavier Díaz-Latorre playing 

Asturias by Isaac Albéniz on this 

Antonio de Torres guitar, one of the most 

important guitars of the collection. 

 

http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309214/guitarra
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310540/guitarra
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309195/guitarra
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310304/guitarra
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_622243/guitarra
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309794/guitarra
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309198/guitarra
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309866/guitarra-doble
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309874/guitarra-lira
http://youtu.be/wI_y_D6IdCQ


 

This area is the final part of the historic journey of our 

visit and it leads to the 20th century.  

This era was full of changes that you can relive through 

its instruments and gadgets presented here. 

Discover the beginning of recording with the invention 

of the gramophone and phonograph; the arrival of a 

whole new family of instruments with the invention of 

sound synthesizers (like the Poly Moog) and the 

electric guitars (like the Fender Stratocaster); or the 

construction of the first copies of instruments from the 

past to play early music.  

It was a century of new music and new creations. Don’t 

miss the crystal trombone, one of the famous ‘sound 

structures’ created by the Baschet brothers.  

Whether you are interested in contemporary music or 

jazz, if you love rock or early music, you will find it here. 

 

 The crystal trombone uses glass to make 

sound. 

Listen to Michel Deneuve playing a 

fully chromatic crystal. 

http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309581/gong
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309357/violoncel-de-botzina
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_491869/cristall-trombo
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310092/fonograf
https://youtu.be/srOzW397wOY


The last area of the exhibition offers a selection of 

instruments from different continents around the 

world. 

Test your knowledge of geography with the large 

world map located in this zone. Try to identify 

where the instruments come from. And, look inside 

this map: there are hidden messages about music. 

There are instruments from Guinea, Morocco, India, 

Nepal, China, Japan, Indonesia, Australia,  Ecuador, 

Argentina,... 

It’s a round the world trip to see the huge cultural 

diversity used in different regions around the planet: 

a world of materials, construction techniques, 

decorations, but different contexts, meanings and 

beliefs as well. 

This area is full of details where you cannot miss the 

sitar from India, the erhu from China, the garamut (a slit 

drum) from Papua New Guinea or the banjo from USA 

and many others. 

A world of instruments to discover! 

 

 



Instruments from other continents means 

there will be music from other cultures. 

Listen to two instruments from Japan: 

the shakuhachi and the shamisen. 

 

http://youtu.be/YMM9eOAd5bA
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309363/tambura
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310296/sitar
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310230/baya
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309365/tabla
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310234/dilruba
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310291/ektar
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310233/karna
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310038/rgya-gling
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309445/rkang-gling
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309414/damaru
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_309416/lalakhi
http://www.mimo-international.com/MIMO/doc/IFD/OAI_MDMB_310231/nagara




 

Before you go, you must visit the last room: the 

interactive room. Here, feel free to use these 

instruments so you can experience music first hand, 

and become a musician for a little while before you go 

home or return to school. 

Please make sure you treat the instruments with care, 

they will be waiting here every time you come back to 

the Museu. 

Enjoy making music in this area and share your photos 

and videos with the Museu on social media. 

 

 Museu de la Música de Barcelona 

L’Auditori. C/Lepant, 150 

08013 Barcelona 

93 256 36 50 

reservesmuseu@auditori.cat 

www.museumusica.bcn.cat 

 

 

@MuseuMusica 

/museumusicabcn 

mailto:reservesmuseu@auditori.cat
http://www.museumusica.bcn.cat
https://twitter.com/MuseuMusica
https://twitter.com/MuseuMusica
https://www.facebook.com/museumusicabcn
https://www.facebook.com/museumusicabcn


 

 

http://www.musicards.net/
http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/interactives/perfectpitch/perfect_pitch.html
http://www.dsokids.com/
http://www.carnegiehall.org/toolbox/


 

http://www.artsalive.ca/en/mus/index.asp
http://www.sfskids.org/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/northernireland/schools/4_11/music/mm/
http://www.classicsforkids.com/


 

http://www.keepingscore.org/education
http://cnx.org/contents/97e0d8e6-6457-410c-b77b-8edf934d4bba@9/Classifying-Musical-Instrument
http://www.sphinxkids.org/index.html
http://www.nyphilkids.org/games/main.phtml?


 

In this Didactic Guide 

Enric Fontvila (Enfo): page 15 

Sara Guasteví: pages 1, 6, 13-14, 16, 18-22, 24 

Museu de la Música: pages 7 (except Guitar MDMB 1703), 8 (except Natural Horn MDMB 1487), 11, 23 

Musicològics: pages 3, 4, 9, 10, 12, 25 

Pep Parer: page 23 

Rafael Vargas: pages 7 (Guitar MDMB 1703), 8 (Natural Horn MDMB 1487), 17 

 

In Annex 1 

All images by Museu de la Música, except 

Rafael Vargas: Harpsichord MDMB 418, Organ MDMB 581, Claviorgan MDMB 821, Violin MDMB 1058, Grand 

Pianoforte MDMB 1412, Natural Horn MDMB 1487, Guitar MDMB 1703 

 

In Annex 2 

Museu de la Música: pages 5-30, 33-34, 41-58 

Rafael Vargas: pages 3-4, 31-32, 35-40 



 



http://www.museumusica.bcn.cat/

